
Be the Teacher
Short /i/ Words Spelt with ‘y’

Hassan has written the following sentences in class. Check Hassan’s sentences 
and highlight any spelling mistakes you notice. Then rewrite each sentence out 
with the correct spelling.   

1. The children sang the himn in assembly. 

 

2.  In awe, Beatrix stared at the mighty piramyd. 

 

3. The River Nile flows through the country of Egipt. 

  

4. The computer sistem at school crashed. 

  

5. A crown is a simbol of power worn by kings and queens.  

   

6. The people were exercising at the gim.  

  

7. Hercules is an ancient Greek mith. 

   

8. It was a tipycal day at school – the children had lots of different lessons!  

   

9. William Wordsworth is a famous writer of liryc poetry. 

  

10. Sherlock Holmes had to solve the mistery. 
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Be the Teacher Answers
Short /i/ Words Spelt with ‘y’

Hassan has written the following sentences in class. Check Hassan’s sentences 
and highlight any spelling mistakes you notice. Then rewrite each sentence out 
with the correct spelling.   

1. The children sang the himn in assembly. 

The children sang the hymn in assembly.

2.  In awe, Beatrix stared at the mighty piramyd. 

In awe, Beatrix stared at the mighty pyramid. 

3.  The River Nile flows through the country of Egipt. 

The River Nile flows through the country of Egypt. 

4.  The computer sistem at school crashed. 

The computer system at school crashed. 

5.  A crown is a simbol of power worn by kings and queens.  

A crown is a symbol of power worn by kings and queens. 

6.  The people were exercising at the gim.  

The people were exercising at the gym. 

7.  Hercules is an ancient Greek mith. 

Hercules is an ancient Greek myth. 

8.  It was a tipycal day at school – the children had lots of different lessons! 

It was a typical day at school – the children had lots of different lessons. 

9.  William Wordsworth is a famous writer of liryc poetry. 

William Wordsworth is a famous writer of lyric poetry. 

10.  Sherlock Holmes had to solve the mistery. 

Sherlock Holmes had to solve the mystery.
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